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Abstract
Machine learning is changing the world and fuelling Industry 4.0. These statistical
methods focused on identifying patterns in data to provide an intelligent response to
specific requests. Although understanding data tends to require expert knowledge to
supervise the decision-making process, some techniques need no supervision. These
unsupervised techniques can work blindly but they are based on data similarity. One
of the most popular areas in this field is clustering. Clustering groups data to guaran-
tee that the clusters’ elements have a strong similarity while the clusters are distinct
among them. This field started with the K-means algorithm, one of the most popu-
lar algorithms in machine learning with extensive applications. Currently, there are
multiple strategies to deal with the clustering problem. This review introduces some
of the classical algorithms, focusing significantly on algorithms based on evolutionary
computation, and explains some current applications of clustering to large datasets.
Keywords: Clustering; K-means; Expectation-Maximization; Spectral Clustering;
Evolutionary Computation
1 Introduction
Machine learning is one of the main areas of artificial intelligence. This area reflects how
statistics understands the behaviour of a system based on previous data. This ability
allows the creation of forecasting models that during the last years have predicted
several aspects of human lives.
Normally, these techniques are divided into those based on supervised knowledge
and those based on unsupervised knowledge. There are also several sub-fields in this
area (Section 2), but the one bringing this work to life is clustering, unsupervised
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algorithms that extract patterns from data with no human intervention. Unsupervised
learning has the capabilities to find patterns in data based on the way it is distributed
in a feature space. Clustering focuses on grouping the data.
Given a dataset, a clustering algorithm groups the data based on their similarities
blindly [55]. This simple idea has been extended to multiple different data representa-
tions, providing clustering with the ability to adapt to multiple different contexts, for
instance, we can find clustering algorithms applied to automatic summarization [69], to
identify influencers in social networks [78], and to recognise elements inside of photos
[61], among others.
The clustering process starts with a dataset representing objects, a notion of sim-
ilarity among the objects, and an algorithm that will perform the grouping [55]. The
main goal of the algorithm is to optimise a cost function that will aim to reduce the
similarities between different clusters and to increase the similarity among the elements
of a cluster. During my PhD, I worked on how to improve this cost function reduction
process. During that period, I discovered bio-inspired algorithms, which became one of
the main research fields of my career. One of the main areas that can be applied for
optimization within bio-inspired computation is evolutionary algorithms [22].
There are also some problems that clustering algorithms need to deal with, espe-
cially when the data follows specific patterns in their feature space. These problems
are normally categorised as manifold detection problems [65], and one of the classical
algorithms dealing with them is spectral clustering [77]. However, this algorithm lacks
some features such as stability and scalability [63]. Here is where I started to use the
strength of evolutionary computation to improve the accuracy and stability of spectral
clustering algorithms. Spectral clustering leverages a similarity graph to represent the
data space. The aim of the algorithm is to find the best cut for separating the data into
clusters. This is where the problems start. The graph representation is very difficult to
scale, the cut decision is sensitive to the similarity metric parameters, and the optimiza-
tion process is slow [66]. My work was based initially on improving the stability and
accuracy of the algorithm using evolutionary computation [66], after I started working
on the scalability and online systems [65], and I also tested it with different bio-inspired
algorithms [71].
This humble review aims to introduce some of the classical clustering algorithms
and gives an overview of the application of evolutionary computation to this prob-
lem, giving also an overview of the data mining pipeline. It starts by providing some
background on the topics of data mining and data representation (Section 2). Then,
it deals with the clustering problem (Section 3) and different evolutionary algorithms
applied to clustering (Section 4). After, it focuses on clustering algorithms for big data
problems (Section 5). Then, I conclude with some examples of clustering applications
(Section 6).
2 Data Mining and Machine Learning
Data Mining is “the process of discovering meaningful new correlations, patterns and
trends by sifting through large amounts of data stored in repositories, using pattern
recognition technologies as well as statistical and mathematical techniques” [51]. Data
mining analysts apply these techniques following five steps:
1. Data Extraction: This step obtains the datasets that will be analysed. There
are several public databases, for example, the UCI Machine Learning Repository
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[33], widely used to test Data Mining algorithms.
2. Data Preprocessing and Normalization: This step prepares the data for
analysis. It aims to [51]: avoid misclassification, reduce the data dimensions
(through projections or feature selection techniques), and normalize.
3. Model Generation: This is the most important part of the data analysis process.
An algorithm will create a model based on the data patterns. It is usual to use
machine learning or other statistical techniques to generate the model [51].
4. Model Validation: Depending on the type of model, the validation process
is different. This process evaluates the model parameters. It is usual to use
validation with classifiers [51], however, for the clustering problem, validation is
almost a blind process [97] (which is a consequence of the clustering nature).
5. Model Application: The model goal is to be applied in order to predict the
behaviour of new inputs.
This review mainly focuses on the model generation process. These methods are
based on statistical inference and machine learning techniques. Machine learning algo-
rithms receive a sequence of inputs, called data, and look for patterns that predict or
explain the behaviour of these data to extrapolate to new inputs. Some applications of
these models can be found in [97]: business, biology, music, human behaviour, games,
amongst others. These techniques can be divided into four main categories [1]:
• Supervised Learning: A sequence of desired outputs is also given with the inputs.
The algorithm’s goal is to learn how to produce the correct output given new
inputs. The output could be a class label (classification) or a real number (re-
gression). Some examples of classical supervised methods are [51]: decision trees,
support vector machines, and neural networks.
• Reinforcement Learning: The algorithm produces a set of actions that affect the
effectiveness of an environment. These effects generate a reward (or punishment)
that the algorithm aims to maximize through its decisions.
• Game Theory Learning: It is a generalization of reinforcement learning. In this
case, the environment can contain other entities with the same characteristics.
• Unsupervised Learning: The algorithm simply receives the input data. Its goal
is to generate the labels based on the inputs’ similarities. This review focuses on
these algorithms.
The most common unsupervised data mining method is clustering. Another good
example of an unsupervised learning method is dimensionality reduction [1] which is the
process of reducing the number of random variables under consideration in a dataset
analysis. These techniques are also known as feature selection methods.
2.1 Data Representation and Databases
Every data mining process starts by acquiring the data. Data have several represen-
tations and can be obtained from different sources. These techniques strongly depend
on the data information and structure. On the one hand, the kind of information pro-
vided determines the algorithm needed for the analysis (e.g., clustering, classification,
regression, among others). On the other hand, the structure defines the way the data is
analysed (e.g., time series analysis, text mining, image segmentation, etc). Using this
information, the analyser determines the best technique to extract patterns from the
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data. Data structures can be divided into several categories. The most relevant are the
following [51]:
• Static Data [33]: This kind of data is the most frequent. It is usually divided
into numerical and categorical data and can be represented as a matrix. When it
is categorical, it is usually converted to a numerical representation.
• Time Series [95]: Time series data are similar to static data but it pays attention
to the temporal component. These data are usually used to predict the future
behaviour of a set of events in one -or several, variables (e.g., stock market).
• Texts [17]: Text documents usually provide information that is analysed in a
semantic context. Different techniques, such as Topic Detection and Tracking
(TDT) or document summarization, are good examples of how these data need
to be interpreted in a different way.
• Images [100]: Images have two main kinds of analysis: detect different parts of
an image (e.g. segmentation), or group images by similarity (e.g., discriminate
images that have examples of cars, trains, etc. against other images). An image
representation is usually a set of pixels.
• Stream data [4]: Stream data is a concept which describes those data sources
that provide data continually. The algorithms used to analyse these kinds of data
are usually focused on large data analysis or online analysis.
In addition to the data structure identification process, it is important to consider
different databases where these data types can be found. Some examples are:
• UCI Machine Learning Repository [33]: the Center of Machine Learning
and Intelligent Systems provides around 600 datasets used for data analysis. This
repository is extremely useful to test new algorithms.
• UCR Time Series Classification Archive [26]: this repository is specific for
time series classification. It provides around 125 datasets. This repository works
as a strong benchmark on time series analysis using machine learning.
• Kaggle 1: Kaggle is one of the most relevant machine learning competitions that
provides multiple datasets to learn about techniques and tools under different data
representations. It also provides a large database of datasets to test algorithms.
• R [83]: The R-project also provides different benchmarks and packages which can
generate synthetic data to test algorithms.
• Berkeley Segmentation Dataset [57]: This dataset is a benchmark for im-
age segmentation analysis. It provides different images and a few human-based
segmentations to evaluate new techniques.
• BioMed [2]: This database contains several references to medical and biomedical
literature. These documents are usually papers or books about medical research.
3 Classical Clustering Techniques
Clustering has become an important field in data mining. It is used to find hidden
information or patterns in an unlabelled dataset and has several applications related
1https://www.kaggle.com/datasets
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to biomedicine [98], marketing [41], image segmentation [80] and virtual worlds [15]
amongst others.
Clustering techniques are frequently used in machine learning. A popular clustering
technique, when the number of clusters is known, is K-means [55]. Other methods,
such as Expectation-Maximization (EM) [30], are applied when the number of clusters
is unknown. EM is an iterative optimization method that estimates some unknown
parameters computing probabilities of cluster membership based on one or more prob-
ability distributions; its goal is to maximize the overall probability or likelihood of the
data being in the final clusters [76].
Since these techniques fix the number of clusters a priori, there are validation tech-
niques such as cross-validation [47] which are used to improve the number of clusters
selection (through metrics such as the Minimum Sum-of-Squares [73]).
Other research lines have tried to improve these algorithms. For example, some
online methods have been developed to avoid the K-means convergence problem to local
solutions which depend on the initial values [12]. These methods create the clusters
adding a new data instance at each step and modifying the cluster structure with this
new information. Some other improvements of K-means are related to dealing with
the different kinds of data representation, for example, mixed numerical data [7] or
categorical data [85]. There are also some studies comparing methods with different
datasets, for example, Wang et al. [93] compare self-organizing maps, hierarchical
clustering and competitive learning where establishing molecular data models of large
size sets.
Machine learning techniques have also been improved through the k-means algo-
rithm, for example, reinforcement learning algorithms [11, 37]; or using topological
features of the data set [36, 37], which can also be helpful for data visualization.
The following sections introduce three classical clustering algorithms: K-means,
Expectation-Maximization, and Spectral Clustering.
3.1 K-means
K-means [54] is maybe the most popular and well-known partitional clustering algo-
rithm. It is a straightforward clustering guided method (usually by a heuristic) to
group data in a predefined number of clusters. Given a fixed number of clusters (k),
K-means tries to find a division of the dataset based on a set of common features given
by distances (or metrics) that are used to determine what elements belong to each
cluster [55]. K-means has also been improved through different techniques, like genetic
algorithms [13]. Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo-code for the K-means algorithm [51].
K-means initially sets the centroids (line 1) and the elements are added to the cluster
whose centroid is closer to them (lines 5 to 7). After, the position of the new centroids
of the clusters are calculated (line 9) and again the closest elements are added (lines 5
to 7). It continues until the centroid position converges to a fixed point (line 2).
3.2 Expectation Maximization
Expectation-Maximization (EM) [30] is used when the number of clusters is unknown.
Initially, it takes the likelihood and tries to maximize it. The process consists of applying
the two following steps iteratively until it converges:
• Expectation step: Fix a model (θ) and estimate missing labels (y).
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Algorithm 1 Pseudo-code for K-means algorithm
Input: A dataset of n elements X = {x1, . . . , xn} and a fix number of clusters k.
Output: A set of clusters C = {C1, . . . , Ck} which partitionate X
1: Assign k records to be the initial cluster centroids. We define the set of centroids as
Y = {y1, . . . , yk} and Y ′ = ∅
2: while Y 6= Y ′ do
3: Set all Cj = ∅.
4: Y ′ ← Y .
5: for all xi ∈ X do
6: Calculate the minimal distance centroid to xi. Let yj be the minimal distance
centroid to xi.
7: Introduce xi in Cj.
8: end for
9: Calculate the centroids of C and set yi ← centroid(Ci).
10: end while
11: return C
• Maximization step: Fix missing labels (y) (or a distribution over missing la-
bels) and find the model (θ) that maximizes the likelihood function (L(θ)).
The likelihood function is defined by:




Where θ is a model defining how each instance xi is assigned to a label yj . This al-
gorithm begins with the definition of an initial model θ(0) and constructs a sequence
θ(0),θ(1),. . . ,θ(t),. . . of models with increasing values of likelihood. Normally, the loga-
rithm of the likelihood function is used for simplifying the calculation process:




EM also uses an auxiliary function, which depends on the model and the distribution













P (yi = j|xi, θ(m)) log p(xi, yi|θ) (1)
This function is used to increment the likelihood of the estimator θ as a maximum.
Algorithm 2 shows the pseudo-code for EM.
The m-th iteration of the E-step (line 5) produces a guess of the n×k membership-
probabilities of the elements to the clusters {γij} = P (yi = j|xi, θ(m)), where γij is the
guessed probability that sample xi came from the j-th cluster. The M-step (line 6)
gives a closed-form solution to the new estimates of the estimator θ. It converges if the
increment of the likelihood is lower than a given value (δ).
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Algorithm 2 Expectation Maximization Pseudo-code [40]
Input: A dataset of n elements X = {x1, . . . ,xn}. A convergence error value δ.
Output: A set of clusters C = {C1, . . . , Ck} that divides X
1: Fix a number of cluster k {this value is estimated applying cross-validation and repeating
this algorithm with different values of k}
2: Choose the initial model θ(0).
3: Compute the initial log-likelihood l(0)(θ(0)).
4: repeat
5: E-step: Calculate {γ(m)ij } where γij = P (yi = j|xi, θ(m)). {For the m iteration}









ij log p(xi, yi|θ). {Extracted from equation 1}
7: Convergence check: Calculate l(m+1)(θ(m+1)).
8: until |l(m+1) − l(m)| < δ
9: Put xi in Cj if γij = max({γiq}kq=1)
10: return C
3.3 Spectral Clustering
Spectral clustering methods are based on a straightforward interpretation of weighted
undirected graphs as can be seen in [9, 75, 77, 91]. The Spectral Clustering approach
is based on a similarity graph that can be formulated in three different ways:
1. The ε-neighbourhood graph: all the components whose pairwise distance is
smaller than ε are connected.
2. The k-nearest neighbour graphs: the vertex vi is connected with vertex vj if
vj is among the k-nearest neighbours of vi.
3. The fully connected graph: all points with positive similarity are connected
with each other.
The main problem is how to compute the eigenvector and the eigenvalues of the Lapla-
cian matrix of these similarity graphs. For example, when large datasets are analysed,
the similarity graph of the Spectral Clustering algorithm takes a significant amount of
memory, this makes it hard to compute the eigenvalues and eigenvectors. Some works
are focused on this problem: von Luxburg et al. [91] present the problem, Ng et al.[77]
apply an approximation to a specific case, and Nadler et al.[75] apply operators to get
better results. The classical algorithms can be found in [91].
The theoretical analysis of the observed good behaviour of SC is justified using the
perturbation theory [75, 91], random walks and graph cut [91]. The perturbation theory
explains, through the eigengap, the behaviour of Spectral Clustering.
Spectral clustering methods were introduced by Ng et al. in [77]. These methods
apply the knowledge extracted from graph spectral theory to clustering techniques.
These algorithms are divided into three main steps:
1. First, the algorithm constructs a graph using the data instances as nodes and
applies a similarity measure to define the edges’ weights (see Algorithm 3, line 1).
Normally, the similarity measure used is the Radial Basis Function (RBF) Kernel
defined by:
s(xi, xj) = e
−σ||xi−xj ||2 (2)
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where σ is used to controlling the width of the neighbourhood.
2. Second, it studies the graph spectrum calculating the Laplacian Matrix associated
with the graph (see Algorithm 3, lines 2 and 3). There are different definitions
of the Laplacian Matrix. These definitions obtain different results when they are
applied to the Spectral Clustering algorithm. They can be used to categorize the
spectral clustering techniques as follows [91]:
• Unnormalized Spectral Clustering: It defines the Laplacian matrix as:
L = D −W
• Normalized Spectral Clustering: It defines the Laplacian matrix as:
Lsym = D
−1/2LD−1/2 = I −D−1/2WD−1/2
• Normalized Spectral Clustering (related to Random Walks): It de-
fines the Laplacian matrix as:
Lrw = D
−1L = I −D−1W
In these formulas I is the identity matrix, D represents the diagonal matrix whose
(i, i)-element is the sum of the similarity matrix i-th row and W represents the
similarity graph (see Algorithm 3, line 2). Once the Laplacian is calculated (in
Algorithm 3 the Normalized Spectral Clustering algorithm is used, however, in
this case, to simplify, the eigenvalues which are calculated are 1 − λi instead of
λi, the eigenvectors do not change), its eigenvectors are extracted (see lines 4 and
5 of Algorithm 3). Some of the main problems of Spectral Clustering are related
to the consistency of the two classical methods used in the analysis: normalized
and un-normalized Spectral Clustering. A deep analysis about the theoretical
effectiveness of normalized clustering over un-normalized can be found in [92].
3. And, finally, the eigenvectors of the Laplacian matrix are considered as points
and a clustering algorithm, such as K-means, is applied over them to define the
clusters (see Algorithm 3, lines 7 and 8).
4 Genetic Algorithms for Clustering
Over the last years, the application of evolutionary algorithms to clustering has at-
tracted much research interest, yielding a large literature corpus. Evolutionary Com-
putation is a vast field that includes many families of algorithms, all of them inspired
by natural selection. Perhaps the most popular is genetic algorithms (GAs), where a
population of candidate solutions is encoded in strings named chromosomes. Then,
GAs apply a set of genetic operators (typically mutation and crossover) and a stochas-
tic selection operator based on a fitness function to breed the next algorithm iteration.
Hruschka et al. [44] present a complete survey on this topic.
Although genetic algorithms have been traditionally used in optimization problems,
these algorithms have also been used for general data and information extraction [34].
The operators of the genetic algorithms can also be modified. Some examples of these
modifications can be found in [82] where Poli and Langdon improved the algorithm
using backwards-chaining, creating and evaluating individuals recursively reducing the
computation time. Other applications of genetic clustering algorithms can be found
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Algorithm 3 Normalized Spectral Clustering according to Ng et al. (2001)[77]
Input: A dataset of n elements X = {x1, . . . , xn} and a fix number of clusters k.
Output: A set of clusters C = {C1, . . . , Ck} which partitionate X
1: Form the affinity matrix W ∈ Rn×n defined by Wij = e−||xi−xj ||
2/2σ2 if i 6= j, and Wii = 0.
2: Define D to be the diagonal matrix whose (i, i)-element is the sum of the i-th row of W .
3: Construct the matrix L = D−1/2WD−1/2.
4: Find v1, . . . , vk, the k largest eigenvectors of L (chosen to be orthogonal to each other
in the case of repeated eigenvalues) and form the matrix V = [v1v2 . . . vk] ∈ Rn×k by
stacking the eigenvectors in columns.







6: Apply K-means (or any other algorithm) treating each row of Y as a point in Rk.
7: Assign the points xi to cluster Cj if and only if the row i of the matrix Y was assigned
to cluster j.
8: return C
in swarm systems [50], software systems [31], file clustering [32] and task optimization
[81], amongst others.
The GA-based clustering guides the clustering algorithm using different fitness func-
tions to tune up the cluster selection process. In [23], Cole developed different ap-
proaches, especially focused on codification and clustering operations. There is also a
deep revision in [44] where Hruschka et al. provided a complete up-to-date state-of-
the-art in evolutionary algorithms for clustering.
There are several methods using evolutionary approaches from different perspec-
tives, for example, Aguilar [6] modifies the fitness considering cluster asymmetry, cov-
erage and specific information of the studied case; Tseng and Yang [90] use a compact
spherical cluster structure and a heuristic strategy to find the optimal number of clus-
ters; Maulik and Bandyopadhyay [59] use the clustering algorithm for metric optimiza-
tion trying to improve the cluster centre positions; Shi et al. [86] based the search of
the genetic clustering algorithm in their Extend Classifier Systems which is a kind of
Learning Classifier System, in which a fitness of the classifier is determined by the mea-
sure of its prediction’s accuracy; Das and Abraham [25] use Differential Evolution, a
method that optimizes a problem by iteratively trying to improve a candidate solution
with regards to a given measure of quality.
Some of those previous methods are based on K-means, for example, Krishna and
Murty [49] replace the crossover of the algorithm using K-means as a search operator,
and Wojciech and Kwedlo [96] also use differential evolution combined with K-means,
where it is used to tune up the individuals obtained from mutation and crossover oper-
ators. Finally, other general results of genetic algorithm approaches to clustering can
be found in [3]. There are also other complete studies for multi-objective clustering
developed by Handl et al. [42] and for Nearest Neighbour Networks developed by Hut-
tenhower et al. [45]. A few of these methods apply to different clustering approaches,
a good example is the genetic graph-based clustering algorithm [66], which is based on
spectral clustering.
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4.1 MOGA for Clustering
Clustering can have multiple objectives and, in consequence, genetic algorithms will
need to adapt to balance them. This idea leads to multiple works applying Multi-
Objective Genetic Algorithms (MOGA) [28]. These approaches are characterized by
the capability to use opposite objectives in the same fitness function. The evolution
of the individuals defines a Pareto Front where the best fitness values –or dominant
individuals– are found, according to the optimization metrics. These solutions are
called dominant solutions and define a set of possible solutions to the problem.
MOGAs have been applied to several clustering problems [44]. There are usually two
main approximations: some works generate a new MOGA to create a new clustering
algorithm [74], while others apply classical MOGAs to solve the problem of minimizing
some cost functions which are the objectives of the fitness function [52]. The most
classical MOGAs are SPEA2 (Second version of the Strength Pareto Evolutionary Al-
gorithm [102]), NSGA-II (Nondominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm [29]) and PESA
[24] amongst others. These algorithms have been applied in clustering problems with
different results [52]. NSGA-II and SPEA2 have demonstrated to achieve good results
applied to clustering problems, however, SPEA2 usually defines a better Pareto Front
than NSGA-II [102].
Some authors claim the superiority of this approach, for instance, Ripon and Kwong
[84] stated that traditional single-objective algorithms suffer premature convergence
that multi-objective algorithms solve. It is clear that sometimes using a single criterion
loses important pieces of information that would be exploited for benefit of the search.
There are some proposals of MOGAs with an adaptive number of clusters. Handl et
al. proposed the Multi-Objective Clustering with automatic K-determination (MOCK) [43],
a graph-oriented clustering algorithm on a MOGA. In this approach, the chromosomes
represent non-weighted graphs with an integer representation. Each loci represents a
data instance and the allele a link to another instance. With this representation, a
chromosome may contain several subgraphs, i.e., graphs without links to other graphs.
These isolated subgraphs represent the clusters. Despite the graph-based representa-
tion, this approximation cannot be considered spectral clustering because of the lack of
spectral analysis. Matake et al. proposed an improvement of MOCK [58] to compute
k more efficiently and make the algorithm well suited for large datasets.
Another example of an adaptive k multi-objective clustering algorithm is the Variable-
Length Real Jumping Genes Genetic Algorithm (VRJGGA), proposed by Ripon et
al. [84]. VRJGGA is an adaptive version of another algorithm named JGGA. It uses a
Variable-Length Genetic Algorithm with a standard cluster centroid representation in
a chromosome of floats. The variance of chromosome lengths is introduced with two
custom genetic operators: cut-and-paste and copy-and-paste.
On the contrary to previous partitional clustering algorithms, Banerjee [10] used a
MOGA to solve the fuzzy clustering problem with adaptive k and noisy data. This
approach uses a quite complex representation scheme with each individual divided into
two independent strings: one distinguishes between clean and noisy data while the other
one keeps the result of the partition.
There are also examples of multi-objective spectral clustering. One example is
Wang [94], who proposed an evolutionary multi-objective spectral algorithm cluster-
ing algorithm for datasets that contain different views of the same data, for instance,
because data come from heterogeneous sources. As a consequence, the dataset is repre-
sented by means of several graphs. In this context, the algorithm is able to automatically
determine k by means of Pareto optimization.
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There are only a few attempts to address spectral clustering with multi-objective
computational intelligence. An example is to use Harmony Search Algorithm (HSA).
This is a search method inspired by musicians improvisation that has an increasing
number of applications. Li et al. proposed the Spectral Clustering-based Adaptive
Hybrid Multi-Objective Harmony Search Algorithm (SCAH-MOHSA) [53], which is a
complex algorithm for community detection in graphs; it uses spectral clustering with a
Multi-Objective HSA and local search. Another second example is the Multi-Objective
Genetic Graph-based Clustering Algorithm (MOGGCA) [63] that extended the GGC
[66] algorithm to multiple objectives, improving the convergence. This algorithm was
also extended to identify the number of clusters automatically by using a co-evolutionary
approach [67].
5 Big Data and Online Clustering Techniques
One of the current main challenges in machine learning is the analysis of massive data
online. Due to classification requires a previous labelling process, these methods need
high efforts for real-time analysis. However, due to unsupervised techniques do not
need this previous manual effort, clustering methods are a promising field for real-time
analysis.
When data streams are analysed, it is important to consider the analysis goal, in
order to determine the best type of algorithm to be used. We could divide data stream
analysis into two main categories:
• Offline analysis: we consider a portion of data (usually large data) and apply
an offline clustering algorithm to analyse it.
• Online analysis: the data are analysed in real-time. These kinds of algorithms
are constantly receiving new data instances and are not usually able to keep past
information.
5.1 Offline Clustering Analysis
The classical clustering processes used to analyse datasets have been adapted in order
to improve their scalability and parallelism during the whole analysis process. This
philosophy gain relevance with the Map-Reduce [27] algorithm and the Hadoop [89]
framework, which implements this system. Current tools are based on Spark [99],
which improves several features of Map-Reduce.
Map-Reduce is a model used to process and analyse large datasets using a parallel
and distributed algorithm over a computer cluster. It is divided into two main steps:
• The “Map” step: The input is divided into smaller sub-problems. These sub-
problems are concurrently processed by each cluster node. They may also be
divided by generating a tree structure. Once a node has completed the process,
it sends the answer to its master node.
• The “Reduce” step: The master node combines all the answers from the sub-
problems to generate the final solution.
There are several adaptations of clustering algorithms to the Map-Reduce model, the
most relevant ones are related to K-means [101], EM [21] and Spectral Clustering [20]
algorithms.
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Figure 1: Map-Reduce Scheme for K-means.
5.1.1 K-means with Map-Reduce
K-means has been adapted to follow the Map-Reduce paradigm [101]. The algorithm
focuses on the two main steps of K-means:
• Associate the data to the closest centroids.
• Calculate the cluster centroid.
The Map-Reduce version of the algorithm is divided into three main steps:
1. Initialization: The dataset is divided into blocks and the initial centroids are
set.
2. Data Association (Map): the data of each block is associated with the closest
centroid. In this case, each node associates the data of one block and all nodes
share the set of centroids.
3. Centroids update (Reduce): Each node receives all the data,s which have been
assigned to a centroid and updates the centroid position.
After step 3), the centroids set is updated and steps 2) and 3) are repeated until the
algorithm converges or a maximum number of iterations is achieved (see Figure 1 for
an example).
5.1.2 EM with Map-Reduce
Expectation-Maximization is divided into two steps [21], similarly to K-means. In this
case, the algorithm works as follows:
1. Initialization: The data are divided into blocks.
2. Expectation step (Map): Fixing the estimator (θ), the missing labels (y) are
estimated per block. In this case, all blocks share an estimator.
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3. Maximization step (Map and Reduce): Fixing the labels, the model will
update the values according to the likelihood (L(θ)) function. Part of this step
might be calculated during the mapping process (e.g., partial operations which
depend on the estimator). The updating process will be realized on the reduction
process, producing new parameters for the Expectation-step.
A good example for the application is the Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM). In this
case, we have the parameters µ (mean) and Σ (standard deviation) for the Gaussian
sets, and we need to calculate the values of γij (partial values of probability) for the M-
step. Let p(j)(y) =
∑
partial γij , then the mapper will associate the data and calculate












(γij · (xi − µj) · (xi − µj)t), (4)

















5.1.3 Spectral Clustering with Map-Reduce
The Spectral Clustering algorithm has also been successfully extended to the Map-
Reduce paradigm [20]. The main motivation of this extension is the memory usage
reduction (related to the similarity graph and the Laplacian matrix) and the eigenvec-
tors computation. The Map-Reduce process is usually replicated during different steps
of the algorithm.
The first step is the generation of the Similarity Graph and the Laplacian calculation.
This step is parallelized including the generation of a sparse matrix which is helpful
during the eigenvectors processing phase. The algorithm can be divided as follows (see
Figure 2):
• Similarity Graph (Map): the Similarity Graph is calculated comparing the
data instances, this process is parallelized by sections.
• Construct the sparse matrix (Reduce): the t-closest instances are chosen for
each node creating a sparse matrix.
• Laplacian Matrix Generation (Reduce): the Laplacian matrix is calculated
using multiplications in order to keep the matrix in the distributed file system.
Once this first phase has been completed, it is needed to calculate the eigenvectors of the
matrix. For this purpose, the algorithm used to identify the eigenvectors is an iterative
algorithm called Lanczos Algorithm [35] (see Algorithm 4). This algorithm takes the
Laplacian matrix and iteratively generates a triangular matrix called T (associated with
a vector matrix called Q) which satisfies that each pair < eigenvalue, eigenvector >
of L (i.e., (λk, Qn×m~vk)) corresponds to the pairs < eigenvalue, eigenvector > (λk, ~vk)
of T . This pair can be extracted using a QR iteration. In this case, the algorithm



















Figure 2: Map-Reduce process for Spectral Clustering.
Algorithm 4 Pseudo-code for Lanczos algorithm
Input: L Laplacian matrix.
Output: T tridiagonal matrix; Q matrix
1: ~q0 = 0; β0 = 0; ~q1 = random vector;
2: for k = 1 to M do
3: ~wk = L~qk − βk~qk−1
4: αk = 〈~wk, ~qk〉
5: ~wk = ~wk − αk~qk
6: βk+1 = ||~wk||2
7: ~qk+1 = ~wk/βk+1
8: end for
9: return Qn×m = (~q1, . . . , ~qm), T =

α1 β2 0 . . . 0
β2 α2 β3 . . . 0




... . . . βm−1 αm−1 βm




called Multiple Relatively Robust Representation [18] (MR3) is applied (see Algorithm
5). This algorithm extracts the eigenvectors of T .
The Lanczos algorithm uses an iterative method (lines 3 to 7) to generate a tridiag-
onal matrix (line 9) whose eigenvectors are related to the original matrix eigenvectors.
The parallelization is performed in the matrix-vector product (line 3). The rest of the
operations are computed locally.
Algorithm 5 Pseudo-code for MRRR algorithm
Input: T symmetric tridiagonal (irreducible). Γ0 index of desired eigenpairs. tol: error
tolerance (default 10−3.
Output: (λj, ~vj), j ∈ Γ0 computed eigenvectors.
1: Split T into irreducible subblocks T1, . . . , Tl:
2: for all Ti, i = 1, . . . , l do
3: Choose µi and calculate L0 and D0 such that
L0D0L
t
0 = Ti + µiI,
is a factorization that determines the eigenpairs λj and ~vj, j ∈ Γ0 to high accuracy
4: Compute the eigenvalues of L0D0L
t
0
5: Create a queue Q initialized as Q = {(L0, D0,Γ0)}
6: end for
7: Recursively, while queue Q is not empty:
8: Remove an element (L,D,Γ): Partition the computed eigenvalues in nodes Γ1, . . . ,Γh
according to the tolerance tol.
9: for all Γc, c = 1, . . . , h do
10: if |Γc| = 1 with eigenvalue λc then
11: Compute the eigenvector ~vc
12: else
13: Pick τc near the node and compute
LDLt − τcI = LcDcLtc




15: Set λc = λc − τc refined.
16: Add (Lc, Dc,Γc) to Q.
17: end if
18: end for
The MR3 algorithm divides the tridiagonal matrix generated by the Lanczos algo-
rithm (line 1). Then it generates a factorization to calculate the first eigenvector (lines
3-5). With this information, it generates a queue of factorization with the index of the
eigenvalues (line 5). After, it recursively calculates the value of the eigenvectors using
the factorizations generated. If the eigenvector can be calculated (lines 10 and 11) it is
calculated, otherwise, it adds a new element to the queue (lines 13-16). This generates
a tree of values which is represented in Figure 3.
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(L0, D0, {1, . . . , 6})
{1} (L1, D1, {2, 3}) {4} (L2, D2, {5, 6})
{2} {3} {5} {6}
Figure 3: Tree representation of MRRR recursive algorithm.
Finally, once the k-first eigenvectors have been extracted, K-means (with Map-
Reduce) is applied to the projection.
5.2 Online Clustering Analysis
The other important challenge of large data analysis is online analysis. Clustering
methods have become promising techniques in this field because these algorithms can
deal with unlabelled data. Usually, online analysis is focused on data streams.
Data streams generate data continually. The idea behind the online clustering algo-
rithms is to analyse this data using real-time techniques. These techniques usually need
to deal with large data quantities which produce several limitations on the algorithm
representation. The most relevant limitations of these systems are:
• The data order matters and can not be modified.
• The data can not be stored or re-analysed during the process.
• The results of the analysis depends on the time the algorithm has been stopped.
These limitations also open new research lines, such as trend identification in the clus-
tering behaviour. Due to the clustering results are constantly modified, the trend of
the new results produce an interesting post-analysis phase which allows the analyst to
predict where the clustering algorithm is going.
The main problem with these algorithms is that they need a specific space to up-
date the information. This limits the possibilities of the new algorithm, producing for
example, that medoid-based clustering algorithms could not be adapted to this kind of
analysis [39].
One of the main tools used for online clustering analysis is the Massive On-line Anal-
ysis (MOA) tool. This framework provides the following online clustering algorithms:
• ClusTree [48]: This online algorithm iteratively updates the information of the
clusters. It can consider the speed of the data stream generating the concept of
“object’s age”. It also maintains stream summaries.
• CluStream [5]: This algorithm combines offline clustering and online clustering to
provide partial clustering solutions, which measure the evolution of the clusters.
• Den-Stream [19]: This algorithm tries to identify shapes during the clustering
process using a micro-clustering level. This algorithm keeps information of the
micro-clusters composing the shape form of the shape-clusters.
All of these algorithms have been designed to identify more properties of the data
stream than the final clusters in a specific moment. In this review, I have especially
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focused on the classical online clustering implementation, which is described in the next
section.
5.3 Classical Online Clustering
The classical online clustering implementation is based on the K-means algorithm [12].
It tries to reduce the cost function of K-means using a gradient descent approach.







||xi − cj ||2 (7)
Where xi is a data instance, cj is a centroid and the operation || · || is the norm. The
equation represents that the algorithm tries to minimize this cost function. In order to
perform this minimization, it calculates how the centroid should be minimized according
to the gradient descent methodology.






(||xi − cq||) (8)
Then, the algorithm updates each centroid using the gradient of the cost function,
which is calculated as:
∇J = ∂J
∂cq∗
= (xi − cq∗) (9)
Using this information, the centroids are updated as follows:
c
(new)
q∗ = cq∗ − ζ(xi − cq∗) (10)
Where ζ is the learning rate and is usually set to 0.05 or 1/Ni, where Ni is the number
of instances until that instance has appeared.
There are some variations of this algorithm. The most relevant are presented by
Barbakh and Fyfe [12] which introduce three algorithms based on these ideas but using
different cost functions. These algorithms are more robust according to the solution
than the classical one.
6 Applications
Once the models are generated and validated, they are usually applied to a specific
field. Some of the fields where I had applied different clustering approaches are:
• Robotics: In [46], classification and clustering techniques are used to identify
team behaviours for robosoccer teams. The idea is to discriminate them according
to different criteria. This work also studies the most successful behaviours during
different robosoccer leagues.
• Soccer: [64] analyses the FIFA World Cup 2010. This work begins with a previous
features selection analysis [62] which helps to determine the most relevant features
for the clustering process. The clusters are used to identify different behaviours
and are applied to determine how the Spanish strategy was successfully used
during the 2010 World Cup.
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• Eurovision: In [14] a genetic k-adaptive clustering algorithm for community
detection is designed to identify different communities which vote in a similar way.
This methodology tries to discover how the different countries of the Eurovision
Contest Song formed alliances. This work was started in [15] where the clustering
algorithm was not k-adaptive.
• Baseball: In [72] the idea was to predict baseball results. The model generated
uses time-series clustering to include pass information of teams and matches.
• Twitter: In [68] the main goal is to discriminate meta-topics of different tweets,
to group them. In this case, we use DBpedia and LSA to determine the tweet
category and categorize those concepts which do not belong to DBpedia.
• Image Segmentation: [61] presents the application of a new genetic clustering
algorithm to image segmentation. The results show that the algorithm performs
the results of classical clustering algorithms.
• Marketing: [87] applies classification to analyse sentiment in Twitter. This
analysis is used to identify the best classifier in this field. The analysis is extended
in [88]. This last work also includes a social network analysis based on communities
to measure propagation. Moreover, a parallel work is applied combining clustering
[79] which is extended in [16].
• Videogames: [70] presents a new game called Dream which is an RPG-action
game. Dream has been designed to extract data of different gameplays to analyse
this data. The analysis is focused on the player evolution. It discriminates different
player profiles according to their learning abilities. The model used to discriminate
these profiles is based on time series clustering.
• Quantum Key Distribution Networks: In [38], we applied a medoid-based
approach to the design of networks that distribute quantum keys. This approach
was able to identify an optimum number of repeaters that need to be provided to
serve a whole country.
• Malware Detection: There are several applications either for malware detection
in Windows [8] and Android [56]. In [60], I present a review containing different
machine learning methods applied to malware.
There are multiple applications of clustering methods to different machine learning
problems, and there are going to be more, considering that these algorithms have a
strong versatility and can deal with large amounts of data.
7 Conclusions
Clustering has multiple applications and can be used in several different contexts. This
unsupervised technique has the ability to find patterns in data without human super-
vision. Currently, it can understand data under multiple representations and identifies
patterns either related to their similarities or to the way the data connect. From
the most classical algorithms such as K-means, to the most sophisticated online algo-
rithms, clustering will be needed in the future for understanding massive amounts of
data especially considering that human supervision scales very badly. The application
of evolutionary computation to the clustering problem opens the door to creating more
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